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Background

• IANA WHOIS database used by ccNSO Secretariat on 5th October 2007 and 4th April 2008 for sending out information considered vital

• Only official source with ccTLD contacts listed

• Sent to Administrative contact
Bounce Report 5th October 2007

• 34 bounces in total

• 3 addresses “over quota”/” recipient storage full”

• = 31 invalid addresses
Bounce Report 4\textsuperscript{th} April 2008

- 28 bounces in total
- 4 “over quota”/”recipient storage full”/”mailbox full”
- = 24 invalid addresses
In Summary

• 16 addresses updated

• 18 ineffective addresses remain the same

• 10 new ineffective addresses

• 3 “over quota”/”recipient storage full” addresses remain the same, 1 new